
DIY Storyboarding Template Each shot = 1-5 sec

In each box, explain what the audience will see. Include any Titles and VoiceOver text as well.   
Fraser: Camera, Luca: Presenter/speaker/instructor, Sepaus: Prompter, actor, monkey enjoyer 

Title: How to speak Portuguese with Luca Poniaczyk Cedroni  
Sepaus speaking Portuguese badly and Luca is correcting him ( Luca: oi com você Ta 
meo amigo? Sepaus: Ao sto muito meu, ao gosto de macacos Luca: Ao não está 
entendendo, o que você tá tintando falar? Sepaus: Au to mau “smiles” Luca: você tá 
tendo falar bem? Sepaus: si si é claro, aí está tudo bem.

Brazil stock video [Creative commons]

[Show Luca face]  L: Hi, I’m Luca. I will be your instructor today as we begin our 
exploration of the Portuguese language. I lived in Brazil for 7 years. Brazil is very 
warm and we like to party and have fun. The food is fresh and delicious. We have a 
lot more festivals and holidays. [use lapel mic]

We were inspired by hearing Luca speak Portuguese and decided that it would be 
wonderful for him to teach you all how to speak a few words and phrases!  
[Shows sepaus medium shot] [use lapel mic]

Show Brazil stock photo or video ( com bastante meninas )
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He will say the word in English, then normal rate in Portuguese then slowly in 
Portuguese.

There will be a pause for you to repeat the word back in Portuguese so you can 
practice the pronunciation. 

[Show Luca face] Luca explains how this is going to work → shows full face or 
medium view

1. Luca explains we are going to learn how to say goodbye in 
Portuguese. chão = goodbye 

3. Luca explains we are going to learn how to introduce yourself in Portuguese. 
Meu nome é Luca, ao só do Brasil, ao só de São Paulo e fica lá pro 7 anos.  
My name is Luca, I’m from Brazil and lived in São Paulo for 7 years.

[Show Luca face] 

1. we are going to learn to say hello in Portuguese. Oi=Hi, hello

We are going to learn the following words and phrases in today’s 

[use lapel mic]

[use lapel mic]
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Luca says a hello in english [Show Luca face]

Luca says hello in Portuguese

Luca says the word in Portuguese slowly 
[leave space for viewer to repeat back word]

Luca says "My name is Luca" in Portuguese [Show Luca face]

Luca says "My name is Luca"in Portuguese slowly 
[Show Luca face] 
[leave space for viewer to repeat back word]

Luca says a "My name is Luca" in english [Show Luca face]

[use lapel mic]

[use lapel mic]
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 [Show Luca face]  
Luca says a goodbye in english

[Show Luca face] 
Luca says the goodbye in Portuguese

Luca says the goodbye in Portuguese Slowly 
[Show Luca face] 
[leave space for viewer to repeat back word]

[Show Luca face] Luca teaches my name is ______ in Portuguese

[Show Luca face] "Now you can speak perfect Portuguese" 

[Replace with Potential Repetition of Any Step 1-3 
Above or Delete]

[use lapel mic]

[use lapel mic]
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“Goodbye” Portuguese repeat next to spelt out word

“My name is______” Portuguese repeat next to spelt out word

“hello” Portuguese repeat next to spelt out word

List of all the words/sentence taught 
Background: Brazil landscape

Stock footage of Brazil → cut to Luca’s face 
“Luca: Now we’ll discuss with my friend Sepaus who just took this tutorial and is an 
expert at speaking Portuguese”

Show Sepaus face 
“S: here goes nothing”

Luca talking to a non-Portuguese speaker (Sepaus who fails miserably) [luca and 
Sepaus on screen]

[use lapel mic]

[use lapel mic]
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Script 

S: lkjsdkjfsdkdfg [bad Portuguese] 
L: Hi, I’m Luca and today I’m going to teach you some simple words 
and phrases in Portuguese. 
S: We were inspired by hearing Luca speak Portuguese and decided 
that it would be wonderful for him to teach you all how to speak a 
few words and phrases! 
L: Hi, I’m Luca. I will be your instructor today as we begin our 
exploration of the Portuguese language. I lived in Brazil for 7 years. 
Brazil is very warm and we like to party and have fun. The food is 
fresh and delicious. We have a lot more festivals and holidays. 

We are going to learn the following words and phrases in today’s 
video: 
1. How to say hello 
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2. How to say goodbye 
3. How to introduce yourself 

Title: How to speak Portuguese with Luca Poniaczyk Cedroni  
Sepaus speaking Portuguese badly and Luca is correcting him ( Luca: oi com você Ta meo amigo? Sepaus: Ao sto muito meu, ao 
gosto de macacos Luca: Ao não está entendendo, o que você tá tintando falar? Sepaus: Au to mau “smiles” Luca: você tá tendo 
falar bem? Sepaus: si si é claro, aí está tudo bem. 

We were inspired by hearing Luca speak Portuguese and decided that it would be wonderful for him to teach you all how to speak a 
few words and phrases!  
[Shows sepaus medium shot] [use lapel mic] 

[Show Luca face]  L: Hi, I’m Luca. I will be your instructor today as we begin our exploration of the Portuguese language. I lived in 
Brazil for 7 years. Brazil is very warm and we like to party and have fun. The food is fresh and delicious. We have a lot more festivals 
and holidays. [use lapel mic] 

We are going to learn the following words and phrases in today’s video: 

[Show Luca face] 

1. Luca explains we are going to learn to say hello in Portuguese. Oi=Hi, hello 
2. Luca explains we are going to learn how to say goodbye in Portuguese. chão = goodbye 
3. Luca explains we are going to learn how to introduce yourself in Portuguese. Meu nome é Luca, ao só do Brasil, ao só de São 
Paulo e fica lá pro 7 anos.  
My name is Luca, I’m from Brazil and lived in São Paulo for 7 years. 


